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Abstract
Climate change is an urgent problem threatening life as we know it. To combat the
problem there is a high need to reduce this generation’s human-induced Greenhouse
Gasses (GHGs). Today’s societies consist of complex networks of actors, and solving the
problems of climate change will require contributions from all types of actors, not least
from companies. At the same time as the expectations and the demands on companies’
environmental responsibility are getting higher, measuring and reporting climate impact
has become more and more common among companies. The currently most common
approach for companies’ climate impact is focused on doing less harm by lowering
the company’s emissions as close to zero as possible. The best possible outcome
from a scenario where all companies stick to working within their own company’s
boundaries, using the ”less bad” approach, is that some companies reach net zero.
With the current degree of environmental harm, however, that would not be long-term
sustainable. Instead, more companies need to raise their sights and also start looking
beyond their own boundaries to see what more can be done. With such a shift, the focus
does not only switch from guilt and burdens to opportunities but also removes the limit
for how much positive climate impact a company can have.

There are businesses, like the digitalization consultancy sector, that have opportunities for
achieving a positive climate impact since their own climate impact is vanishingly small
in comparison to the climate improvements they can achieve through their operations.
By working with reducing other companies’ emissions, digitalization consultants can
overcompensate for their own emissions, making it possible for them to achieve a net
positive climate impact in comparison to a Business As Usual (BAU) scenario.

For solution providers, such as digitalization consultants to become profitable and get
the distribution they need, there is a need for them to be able to measure and demon-
strate their generated positive effect. In this thesis, ways in which positive climate
impact can be measured and demonstrated by digitalization consultancy companies are
investigated. The findings show that there are at least five terms in the industry, used
synonymously to describe this positive effect, Scope 4, Avoided emissions, Enabling
effect, Carbon handprint, and Comparative emissions. Findings also show that there are
existing frameworks and methods available, that theoretically are capable of quantifying
this positive effect. The thesis suggests three frameworks that seem to be most suitable
for digitalization consultants, and among these, the most comprehensive is the Avoided
Emission Framework (AEF) provided by Mission Innovation. All of the founded frame-
works do, however, come with practical challenges, for instance, related to the required
data, the measurement techniques, and the need of making future predictions. Further,
since one of the main purposes of the assessments is to enable comparisons based on
the climate capacity of different alternatives, the lack of real applications makes the
contextual field missing, making any given outcome from current methods difficult to



use and hard to interpret. This dilemma raises the question of whether it is best to
start using a framework that contains challenges and unsolved problems or wait until the
perfect framework has evolved. This gets answered with the suggestion that companies
preferable should continue exploring the field of Scope 4 by adopting a transparent
approach, and keep testing out the methods to contribute to their further development.

Keywords: Digitalization, Avoided emission, Carbon Handprint, Scope 4, Building,
Construction, Building 4.0, Consultancy, Project-based industries, Carbon assessment,
Environmental impact, Environmental strategies



Popular Science Summary
The ongoing climate change is a serious problem, threatening life on earth as we know it,
and comes with severe consequences both on the environment, on existing societal struc-
tures, and on the global economy. This motivates cross-border collaborations between
different societal actors and makes it more important than ever before that companies
increase their responsibility taken towards the climate. Some companies do not have
any greater climate impact themself but have through their actions, great opportunities
of helping other, more climate-burdening industries to lower their climate impact. By
offering other industries climate smart solutions, the company can overcompensate their
own negative climate impact, and thereby achieve a net-positive climate impact on soci-
ety, in comparison to a scenario in which companies only address climate impact within
their own company’s boundaries. The demand for this type of service will probably
become higher and higher, as the environmental requirements on companies are increas-
ing. In addition, the achieved positive effects are beneficial to a collective plan, since
it accelerates the overarching societal climate transition, and does thereby increasing
the chances for humanity to decrease their climate impact to levels within the frames of
what is long-term sustainable. For this type of business to be profitable, and thereby be
possible to run to any larger extent, there is a need for well-functioning methods, tools,
and frameworks that can quantify the positive result or the decreased climate impact.
That is because the result constitutes the customers, investors, and stakeholders’ main
basis for assessing the profitability of hiring the external company that helps them lower
their climate impact. The customer or investor does, in other words, needs to be capable
of balancing the costs of maintaining a climate-burdening business, which in parallel
with increased environmental requirements for companies, will become more and more
expensive, in comparison to the costs of hiring a company helping them reducing their
impact.

In this multidisciplinary thesis initiated by the company Plan B, semi-structured litera-
ture studies, in combination with expert interviews are combined to investigate existing
opportunities for digitalization consultancy companies, working with providing climate
efficient solutions for their customers, to measure their positive generated effects. In ad-
dition, challenges and hindrances associated with the existing ways also are investigated.
The purpose of the thesis is to contribute to the increased understanding of the current
industrial situation, which are the existing needs, and what are the existing opportunities
when it comes to working with positive climate impact.

The findings show that there are existing frameworks and methods available, capable
of capturing these positive effects in theory. These are not mentioned in the scientific
literature to any larger extent. Among the available alternatives, one of these, the
Avoided Emission Framework (AEF), seems to be the most extensive and realistically
designed. However, all the found frameworks do seem to be too simple to cover all of



the important real-world problems, making existing frameworks currently too immature
to fulfil the existing need of the industry. Regardless of that, the final suggestion is
that companies within the digitalization consultancy sector still probably would benefit
from keeping applying and testing out these frameworks, since these efforts over time,
would contribute to an increased understanding of the frameworks, and thereby increase
usefulness.
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1 Introduction
Climate change is an urgent problem that comes with serious ecological, social and
economical consequences. Melting glaciers, rising sea levels and extreme weather
such as drought, fires, typhoons, and hurricanes are just a few examples.[1] There is
a high need for humanity to reduce the generated levels of GHG emissions, and clear
evidence of the need for more societal actors to start contributing and reducing their
climate impact. The acute situation was pressed during the United Nations (UN)’s
climate conference, COP26, with the message that all industries need to go further than
current political actions, and that companies need to start providing clear metrics and
assessments about their impacts on humanity to meet the planetary boundaries.[2] In
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’s latest report, released in
August 2021, there is also a call for action directed to society about how this pressing
situation requires involvement from all kinds of actors.[3] That is addressed, not least in
the enormous, currently emerging regulatory European Union (EU) taxonomy, which is
an important part of the EU commission’s action plan, The European Green Deal.[4]

Even though climate change is an issue with a lot of negative loads, it also comes with
opportunities, not least for those whose business is based on helping others switch to more
climate-friendly solutions. This can for instance be the case for the digital consultancy
sector, which by providing digital solutions to their customers can help them increase
their overall system efficiency.[5] Digital solutions and automatization processes seem
to have several climate-beneficial abilities, such as the potential of lowering the energy-
and material use and thereby catalyzing societal Carbon Dioxide (CO2) neutrality. The
greatest climate potential for digital solutions seems to be when these are implemented
in climate-inefficient industries.[6] The building sector is one example, a sector that is a
large CO2 emitter, and at the same time is associated with conservative traditions and a
low degree of new technical implementations.[7, 8]

The climate efforts taken can however be at a high risk of failing if companies can
not develop proactive strategies, models, and practices for how the problem should be
managed. For them to do that, careful, appropriate, and adequate methods for quantifying
their climate impact are needed,[9] to provide great reference scenarios and guidance in
the reduction process.[1] Currently available methods which assess companies’ climate
impact contain several challenges,[10] which aggravate environmental efforts as well as
follow up the process of reaching the set environmental goals.[11]
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1.1 Theoretical framework for knowledge production in multi-
disciplinary fields

Within the academic world, an enormous amount of knowledge is available, and this
constantly expands due to discoveries and research results.[12] The traditional academic
disciplines have for a long period had a considerable positive impact on the scientific
development, but parallel to this, major societal challenges constantly take place around
the world. Globalization, digitalization, and economic development are increasing the
linkage between people, countries, and places, and what used to be demarcated with
distinguishing features has increasingly shifted to a global economy with more fluid
boundaries and with new kinds of problems and challenges.[13]

”Science does not stand outside of society dispensing its gifts of knowledge
and wisdom.; neither is it an autonomous enclave that is now being crushed
under the weight of narrowly commercial or political interest.”[12]

Climate change, with its inherent complexity, is just one of many examples of such
problems that can not be assigned to a single discipline. Schaltegger 2012 suggests
that for scientists wanting to contribute to fighting climate change, only keep informing
about the problem in publications will not be enough. For more constructive ways to
deal with the problem, new types of holistic approaches will be needed.[14] As problems
of multidisciplinary character get more and more common in our globalized world, a
need for other forms of knowledge production has emerged. Gibbon described this and
differed between what he referred to as Mode 1 and Mode 2 knowledge production.[12]

Mode 1 refers to the traditional scientific mode of knowledge production. The traditional
academy has since the scientific revolution strictly been divided into fixed subjects, and
has set demands on how methods, norms, ideas, and values must be followed and adhered
to for results to be classified as ‘’good science”. This knowledge production is more
or less linearly performed and strongly adapted to the current discipline’s interpretation
of what constitutes knowledge.[13] It is affected by homogeneity and quality control
exercised by hierarchical, stable institutions,[15] and even though Mode 1 has several
advantages, it can also pose problems when it comes to coordination, organizational
learning, and practical applications.[13]

Gibson suggests that some of today’s research needs to be adapted toward societal
changes in governance, by becoming more interactive, and open to collective and orga-
nizational learning. He also argues for the need to convince more researchers about the
great advantages and mutual benefits given by involving more societal actors. To tackle
and enable solutions to multidisciplinary problems, methods need to allow heterogene-
ity and cross-disciplinary approaches, and this is why he suggests a second mode of
knowledge production, Mode 2.[13]
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Mode 2 is knowledge developed with the application as its main goal. Mode 2 does,
by challenging the assumed hegemony of traditional disciplines, constitute an approach,
characterized by its ability to better address multidisciplinary fields,[15]that aims to
facilitate and expand the societal applicability of the results.[13] Mode 2 is driven by the
need to deal with practical problems meeting market needs.[15] In practice, the approach
consists of a constant flow between what is considered basic- versus applied research,
between theory and practice. When new results are found, they are transformed into new
parts of the ongoing research process as extra driving forces for the continued search
for new theoretical advancements. The research is reflexive and dialogical, more like
an ongoing conversation between the researcher and the research subjects rather than a
linear process.[12]

This kind of knowledge production needs to be both valued and prioritized so that emerg-
ing knowledge can be successfully converted into constructive societal benefits.[12] This,
in turn, will require that all involved parties both can think and act to meet each.[13]

1.2 The Case of Plan B

The company which initiated this thesis was Plan B, a Swedish consultant company that
provides digital solutions for the community-building industry. Their business model
is based upon offering digital transformations for their customers, and their vision is to
create a sustainable, environmentally friendly, and inclusive society.[16] This is shown
in Figure 1.

A crucial aspect for a company, whose business idea relies upon helping others in different
ways, is being able to demonstrate the positive effects of their services for the customers
and stakeholders. In the case of Plan B, these benefits often consist of streamlining effects
such as savings in energy- and material use or increased environmental performance.
Therefore, Plan B is looking for a way to measure and communicate these positive sale
arguments in a trustful, honest, and preferably quantitative way.
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Figure 1: Illustration of main compounds of Plan B’s business model.

Previous scientific contributions have already concluded that there are several ways in
which companies can measure their climate impact and that for some actors, such as those
within project-based industries, finding suitable assessments tends to be extra hard.[17]
Further, since the building- and construction sector globally constitute one of the sectors
with the largest climate impact, and suffers from general inefficiency, digital solutions
may have the potential to decrease that impact.[7] Up to date, however, it seems to be a
blind spot in the scientific literature about how actors that work with improvements in
the digitalisation-consultancy sector can demonstrate the positive climate impact gained
from their operations.

1.3 Research Questions

This thesis is closely related to the ongoing societal development. The aim of the thesis
is to contribute with knowledge and best practices of measuring GHG avoidance to the
state of industry, by providing actors in the construction and building industry guidance
on how they can assess their positive climate impact generated by emission reductions
in other sectors.

To address this problem, this thesis investigates the interface between the needs of the
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industry, and existing methods for assessing companies’ positive climate impact, which
requires a multidisciplinary research approach. I first review the current state of the art
of relevant research fields in order to provide the theoretical and empirical understanding
of the problem, (Mode 1). Secondly, I investigate the state of the industry by addressing
actors within digitalisation to their needs and seek for ways consultancy companies can
measure and demonstrate their positive climate impact, (Mode 2).

RQ1 Which existing opportunities are there for digitalization-consultancy companies
to measure and demonstrate their positive climate impact?

RQ2 What challenges currently seem to be associated with existing ways of measuring
positive climate impact for digitalization-consultancy companies?

2 Methods
This thesis combines a semi-structured state-of-art literature review, with an investiga-
tion of the state of industry through data collection from both primary and secondary
data sources. Traditional academic disciplines have for a long period had a consid-
erable positive impact on scientific development. An academic discipline provides
the researcher with fixed reference frames, technologies, topics, and theories, but also
comes with its languages and concepts, well recognized among other researchers in the
same field.[18] Environmental science, however, is a subject that covers many scientific
branches and different research approaches.[19] Environmental science could be con-
sidered a cross-disciplinary academic field that brings together parts from both ecology,
geology, meteorology, biology, chemistry, engineering, and physics, to better understand
environmental problems and human impacts on the environment.[20] This thesis also
applies economics and communication, which are sub-disciplines within Social science.
These are applied for instance in the parts that examine companies’ opportunities and
approaches towards environmental- and sustainability communication and strategies,
as well as the solution-provider’s opportunities to communicate their positive achieve
results. Therefore, my work is related to Sustainability science, described as more of a
goal and umbrella rather than a single discipline, merging several disciplines, domains,
and scales, such as nature, society, democracy, science, global, local, history, future, and
possible future.[18]

This means that this current thesis spans several academic disciplines, and thus claims
multidisciplinary, a word which according to Pellegrino[21] has been described as a
buzz word in some of the contemporary research.

For multidisciplinary science to succeed, there is a need for collaborative approaches that
bring people and ideas from different disciplines together and agree on methodological
approaches,[18] and this leads to some researchers suggesting that future research to a
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higher extent will be so-called Mode 2 research.[12]

2.1 Qualitative Primary Data Collection

In this thesis, I aim to find qualitative different ways in which environmental assessment
can be done rather than calculate- or determine any quantities of impacts. Qualitative
research comes in many different forms, many times with field components.[22] This
makes qualitative research suitable when investigating case studies since case studies
aim to examine certain persons, groups, programs, or issues, which all require some
degree of field components.[23] Qualitative research is flexible and allows one or several
elements of both case studies, as well as introspection, interviews, personal experience,
cultural texts, and productions. The data are collected more spontaneously in natural
settings, resulting in methods that are less structured and controlled in comparison
to quantitative methods. There have been objections raised towards the validity and
replicability of qualitative research, in contrast to the often stricter quantitative methods.
On the contrary, the suitability of using quantitative approaches in social studies has also
been questioned.[22]

2.1.1 Primary Data of Non-literature Data-sources

The primary data I gathered, comes from semi-structured interviews with experts, to-
gether with more informal information collection with the experts through conversations
emails, and phone calls. In addition, I have also used recorded webinars.

To gather sources of industrial primary data, I reached out to 11 industrial companies´
sustainability departments through email. Among those five 5 were answering. Based
on their relevance, three of these were further interviewed either by phone calls or emails
and provided guidelines in the information search. The primary data sources formed an
important part of the information gathering and led to many findings from secondary
data sources(reports, websites).

In addition, 10 standalone people of high relevance were contacted. These were found
either as suggestions from previously interviewed persons or mentioned by secondary
data sources.

2.1.2 Expert Interviews

Expert interviews are useful when complex topics are investigated since their positions
as experts offer them an exclusive capacity to analyze the research field in a meaningful
way.[24] In this thesis, due to the multidisciplinary subject, and knowledge gaps, inter-
views constituted an important component of guidance. Experts were not only capable
of offering valuable guidance of literature but also communicating experiences yet not
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well documented. The interviews were digitally conducted by using Microsoft Teams,
and since the purpose of the interviews was to fill potential gaps of knowledge, there was
a need to design them as open and flexible as possible. A few open questions about the
expert’s backgrounds, their introductions to the concept of Scope 4 (see section 5.1), and
their thoughts about Scope 4 were prepared in advance, but were not followed strictly,
and constituted more of a security to fall back on rather than a strict manuscript that was
followed. The interviews were documented in writing rather than recorded, and the data
collection consisted of analyzing these notes. I used this approach instead of recording
the interviews to ensure the interviewees would feel comfortable and experience an open
environment rather than being placed in a strict arena, to allow them to be reflective and
think out loud. The interviews were conducted in Swedish and has been translated into
English afterward. For each statement that has been used, the interviewees have been
requested to confirm that the interpretation is correct.

The Experts

Patrik Halvardsson: Halvardsson is a board member of Digitaliseringskonsulterna with
a leading position in the part working with AEFs. Halvardsson has a background in
a variety of consultancy positions, and is currently, besides his position at Digitaliser-
ingskonsulterna, working with climate- and energy-related questions at his own company,
Aliego Consulting AB.[25]

Johannes Morfeldt: Researcher at Chalmers, working for the department of Physical
resource theory with his orientation towards consumption-based emissions and emissions
related to cases of future consumption.[26]

Joakim Pilborg: Pilborg works as head of sustainability at Knowit AB, a company of
relevance for this thesis due to their position on the area of avoided emission. He has
previously been involved in Digitaliseringskonsulterna and is one of the co-founders of
their group that works specifically with avoided emissions.[27]

David Bastviken: Bastviken works as a professor at Linköping University in the depart-
ment of Thematic Studies- Environmental Change. Bastviken’s profile is partly oriented
toward measuring GHG fluxes. He has recently published the report Measuring GHG
fluxes; what methods do we have versus what methods do we need?[28]

2.1.3 Webinars

To fill information gaps, and due to the challenges of getting in touch with relevant
interviewees, webinars also constituted an important source of information.

Webinar-lecturer

Dennis Pamlin: Pamlin constitutes an important key actor for this thesis due to his
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position as a predecessor for many of the findings which currently exist. Pamlin describes
himself as an entrepreneur and founder of 21st Century Frontiers. He has a background
in engineering, industrial economy, and marketing, and his primary skills are to work
as a strategic economic, technology, and innovation advisor related to sustainability for
companies, governments, and other organizations. Some of his previous positions which
are relevant for the thesis are senior advisor at RISE, Global policy advisor at WWF, and
has led the solution-providing work for many high-tech companies in the Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) sector.[29]

2.1.4 Information Through Email and Phone

Some of the information was gathered by compiling received emails from relevant actors,
as well as through a few phone calls.

2.2 Secondary Data Sources

To address Research question 1 about existing methods and concepts for digitalization-
consultancy companies to measure positive climate impact, I review the current scientific
literature. Due to technical advancements, there is a high proportion of available com-
piled information which can easily be applied to research. Secondary data consists of
information that previously has been conducted by others, and may therefore require
additional critical evaluation by the researcher before it is used to evaluate in what con-
text and purpose the information is being used, and how it has been sampled. This is
especially important in the case of non-scientific literature and data, i.e. data sets and
publications that peers have not independently reviewed.[30]

In this study, secondary data constitutes a crucial part of the information. This was
especially important for the conduction of the literature review on the state-of-art, which
best can be described as a semi-systematic review.

Semi-systematic reviews are suitable for investigating complex topics and aim to overview
the subject and thereby identify and understand previous and relevant findings about the
researched topic.[31] The findings for the literature review consist of scientific litera-
ture on environmental strategies, environmental indicators, digitalization, the building
sector, project-based industries, the various industries’ practices and impacts, and the
scientific evidence and incidence rates of different methodologies for assessing climate
impact. The searches were conducted by using the platforms Web of Science, Scopus,
and Science Direct (Elsevier), and documented by noting how many hits each search
received. The literature search lasted for 7 weeks and ended on the 19th of October 2022.
Up to this date, new literature of relevance was constantly being published. Appendix
A constitutes a precise document describing the searches in detail. Due to the ongoing
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transformative changes in the field, literature published before 2005 has been excluded.
Moreover, only literature in English and Swedish was used.

Other secondary data sources that have been used during the conduction of the re-
port are sustainability reports, financial reports, websites, articles, books, newsletters,
documents, and project documents.

2.3 Ethical Considerations

Since the thesis is closely related to the industry, many names of actors have occurred
during the process. I choose to not anonymize names, since the involved persons are
linked to a function (e.g. CEO Board members, researchers) that is of relevance in terms
of what has been said. All participants have agreed to occur with his or her name.

3 State-of-the-art Literature Review
In this part, I have gathered insights from the literature on four different areas to position
this contribution.

1. Companies’ and their environmental strategies

2. Environmental assessments of project-based industries

3. The building industry and its environmental impact

4. Digitalisation as a climate solution

3.1 Companies and Their Environmental Strategies

Companies are important actors in global sustainability efforts, and literature regarding
societal transitions has suggested that companies, as a part of multi-level perspectives in
socio-technical systems, have great opportunities for sustainable shifts beyond their own
intermediate boundaries.[32] Companies’ environmental efforts are often embedded
in the merged concept of sustainability, which involves both economical, social, and
environmental aspects. Most researchers agree that in order to meet real sustainability
needs, the priority order needs to be environmental → societal → economic aspects.[24]

Research has further shown that companies reporting on their environmental impacts,
in some cases automatically lower the negative impact due to awareness of improve-
ment potentials, increased environmental motivation among the employees, and positive
synergies between different parts of the company. This means that the reporting itself
can constitute a part of the total environmental strategy.[33] Since 1993 until today, the
number of great companies reporting has increased from 12 percent to 80 percent. The
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frequency varies between industries, and the highest degree is seen in impact-heavy
industries such as the technology-, oil-, health- and automotive industries, where the
reporting proportion is 100 percent.[11]

One common way for companies when conducting their environmental strategies is to
evaluate their own footprint of different environmental aspects, and then set up goals
and strategies on how those impacts should be reduced. The most frequently used foot-
prints that are reported upon are ecological-, carbon-, environmental-, water,- nitrogen-,
ethical- and social, footprints,[33] but because emissions of GHGs are assumed to con-
stitute the greatest threat towards increased global warming, integrating carbon emission
reductions in the business strategies has turned into a common part of companies en-
vironmental strategies.[34] Even though there seems to be an almost endless array of
initiatives, suggestions, methods, frameworks, lists, and guides available for helping
companies with their environmental contributions, the most commonly adopted frame-
works and methods are focused on the company’s own, the negative impact and how
that can be reduced. These types of assessments are often historical, looking back in
time on emissions that already have appeared. The dominating goal is in other words to
become less bad by lowering the current degree of negative impact. To become ‘’less
bad” does still mean harming the environment, and even if some companies can claim
net-zero impact, science shows that with the current degree of harm, net-zero impact
among some actors is probably still not enough to be sustainable. The focus on the neg-
ative environmental impact is currently the dominating way to approach environmental
assessment, and a recent study shows that the current scientific state for assessments of
positive environmental contributions is fragmented and almost non-existent.[32]

3.1.1 How Do Companies Currently Measure Their Carbon Impact?

There are several ways in which companies can assess their climate impact, and de-
pending on the company’s structure and demands, some methods are more suitable than
others. The most frequently used one on the company level is the GHG protocol, devel-
oped by World Resources Institute (WRI) and World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD). This comes in two separate parts, one for product life cycle
accounting and one for corporate accounting and reporting standards. These are free,
and use emission factors to decide the company’s generated emissions.[33]

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), which globally constitutes one of
the greatest developers of international standards, also provides standards that are highly
used. For companies, to measure their GHGs, ISO 14064 is relevant. In comparison to
the GHG protocol, neither of the ISO standards is freely available.[34]

For product-oriented companies, different types of Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs) or
Cradle to grave analysis are commonly used. LCAs are comprehensive methods used to
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assess the climate impact mainly generated from end-consumer products.[34] An LCA
provides a complete picture of inputs and outputs for a certain product and generates
air pollutants from each stage. When conducting LCAs there are standardized methods
to choose between. For buildings and greater projects, Whole Building Life Cycle
Assessments (WBLCAs) are commonly used. WBLCA compiles results given from
several LCAs to provide a full covering picture.[35, 36] Carbon footprint is another
measure that can be described as an easier version of an LCA which consists of the
direct and indirect emissions generated by a product, business, or organization.[37]

Beyond these, there are several existing online calculators which can be used by individ-
uals, organizations, or businesses, most of them based on the GHG Protocol. Research
made on these calculators has shown that the validity between them seems to be relatively
high, but the reliability of their results on the other hand is low. Suggestions for using
these are therefore that these alternatives can be helpful if the company chooses one of
them, and sticks with that, and that provided results only should be compared within the
same company, and not with external alternatives.[33]

The levels of detail in existing initiatives are varying. Some are more detailed assess-
ments, requiring more data and time, and can even be too complicated for the company
itself to carry out. For standards, such as ISO, EMA, and the GHG protocol, one re-
quirement to get the certification, is to get the calculations reviewed and validated by an
external party.[38]

Greenhouse Gas Protocol, Scope 1-3

The GHG protocol is, as mentioned, the current leading method for assessing a com-
pany’s carbon footprint. One of the essentials of the method is the invention of the
currently well-used division of the business impacts in levels of different ”Scopes“
before deciding the emissions for each of them.

The three widely accepted scopes are:

Scope 1 The company’s direct emissions, owned by the company itself. It can for instance
be emissions from their vehicles.

Scope 2 The indirect emissions derived from the production of the energy that the company
is using, such as emissions generated from burning fossil fuels for electricity.

Scope 3 Other indirect emissions, compiled in this voluntary category. It can be emissions
up or downstream in the life cycles of the provided item, such as emissions
generated by the material extraction or product use.[33]
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3.1.2 Challenges In Measuring Carbon Impact

To develop strategies for emission reductions, there is a need to know the current levels
of emissions generated by the company, something which often is complicated. Previous
literature has suggested that the meaningfulness and appropriateness of GHG accounting
depend on the ability to correspond to real-world situations, and constitute appropriate
material for decision-makers and investors.[10] There is also a clear correlation between
what is being measured, and what is being handled, which motivates the need for
correctly adapted measurements.[32] Generating data can be both expensive, difficult,
and time-consuming, and since there currently is a lack of enough detailed data on a
local and national scale, there is often a great need for assumptions.[9] Data is sometimes
borrowed, something that is common in many LCA studies,[39] but for the assessment
to be correct, a sufficiently high correspondence between the real scenario and the data
used is required, since the provided result only can be as reliable as the data they are
generated from.[32]

A crucial aspect for the company is to evaluate which type of gases constitute their
main climate impact. Some methods include all sources of GHG emissions, while
others only focus on carbon emissions. Reflecting on this is relevant to achieve a proper
assessment. For many companies, carbon emissions might constitute a great part of
business-generated emissions, but the fact that gases such as CH4, N2O, HFC, PFC, and
SF6 are very potent gases, even smaller emissions of these can have a large negative
contribution.[1] Most methods for emission assessments provide quantified CO2 in the
mass units kg/ton, or CO2-equivalent.[33]

The variety in legal requirements on companies’ environmental efforts- and the need for
them to communicate their impact are other challenges, leading to inconsistency between
companies’ climate efforts and their assessments.[40] This has led to concerns about the
adequacy of companies’ reported emission assessments. When comparing across diverse
industries, there is an even greater lack of comparability between the assessments of GHG
emissions, related to the embedded differences between the industries that complicate
the legislation and leave organizations with greater freedom of choice.[10]

The purpose of something being a standard is to minimize differences and margins of
error-, to achieve comparability between different results from assessments,[41] because
a standard can increase the accuracy and consistency of the calculations. In theory,
research has shown that a standard not can be viewed as a bulletproof guarantee for
comparability between companies. Even if all companies should measure their GHGs
following standardized GHG protocol, there still seems, within the boundaries of what
is considered to be correct reporting, to be room for the glorification of the companies’
performance, giving the results an aggravating margin of error. This will not only
challenge the comparability between companies, but also complicate the comparability
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within the same company.[10] Even when applying the same method at the same company
twice, internal changes in the value chains, such as outsourcing of carbon-intensive
parts,[42] or changes in who is responsible for the reporting, has been shown could
leading to differences in the interpretation on how and what should be reported on.[1]

Wegener (2019) described the climate assessment’s methodological design as a contra-
dictory camp between homogeneity and flexibility, and the result as a summary of two
paradoxical characteristics. When a company wants to assess its emissions, all parts of
the company needy needs to be included in the accounting of its generated emissions.
This requires involvement from several actors, contexts, and phases before a result can
be achieved, resulting in a complex network of actors and practices that the method
needs to be capable of reflecting the dynamics of. On the contrary, there is also a
need for homogeneity and standardization to obtain unitary assessments with relevant
information.[10]

3.2 Environmental Assessment of Project Based Industries

One-fifth of global economic activities appear in project forms. Some of the great major
actors in the category are the film industry, the construction- and building industry,[43]
and not least the consultancy industry.

Project-based industries’ operational keywords consist of flexibility and dynamics,
and actors within the industries are used to working processes with non-standardized
routines.[17] Some project-based organizations tend to suffer from fragmentation, for
instance, the building sector, which divides the building phase into separate phases, all
with their own specialized actors and production processes. The lack of common strate-
gies, guidelines, standards, and agreements,[44] makes it difficult for organizations to
define their environmental boundaries. Due to each project’s uniqueness, and sometimes
a shortage of environmental data, these industries tend to struggle more in the assessment
of their environmental impact than manufacturing industries.[7] The usually occurring
lack of repetitions and established practices in project-based industries also aggravate
the employees’ learning of existing environmental policies harder, making it easier for
mistakes in assessments to occur. This is not only a problem for the company and the
staff, but also for policymakers irregularities within-, and between different businesses,
complicate the licensing authorities’ establishment of environmental standards.[8]

Even though there often seems to be a great potential for knowledge-sharing between
projects, which could increase the efficiency in harmonizing environmental assessments,
this is not practically being applied to any greater extent.[17] That makes important
information isolated and results in that feedback defaulted, which lowers the overall
efficiency, and aggravates the development of well-functioning emission assessment
methods.[2]
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3.3 The Building Industry And Its Environmental Impact

Globally, the building sector is one of the largest business sectors with a financial turnover
equivalent to around 13 percent of the global GDP, but the industry also deviates due
to its significant environmental impact. As much as 40 percent of the global CO2
emissions can be attributed to the building industry, derived from the heating, cooling,
ventilation, air conditioning, lighting, hot water supply, and embodied energy in materials
built into the buildings.[45] The industry is also among the most resource-demanding
industries. It uses huge amounts of natural resources and fossil fuels, and generates large
amounts of waste, partly due to its difficulties with specifying future needs, resulting
in frequent underestimations in budgets, and a high degree of waste material.[45, 46]
Due to the current environmental problems, there is an urgent need for the sector to
drastically reduce its environmental load. At the same time, the demand for the sector
to keep delivering buildings and housing to meet the current population growth, is
probably higher than ever before, which means the sector should produce more with
less impact.[2] The building- and construction industry is further associated with a high
quantity of work-related accidents, making the sector currently face great challenges not
only related to the environment but also to ensuring occupational security.[43, 7, 8]

3.4 Digitalisation As a Climate Solution

Activities related to energy use and energy production have been shown to constitute
a great part of all global GHG emissions, which is why energy reductions have been
proposed as one of the most effective ways for reducing the levels of GHG emissions.[2,
47] Energy reduction in the building and construction sector can be achieved in different
ways, but IPCC argues that one effective way is through digitalization implementations.
At the same time, IPCC argues that humanity still has a limited understanding of the
direct- and indirect climate effects of digitalization technologies and that there is a need
to investigate these effects more.[3]

Previous research on climate impact from digital implementations has found that it has
the potential to lower energy use in all end-use sectors by increasing energy efficiency and
can be applied to most industries.[48] Substituting analog and physical processes with
digital- and automated solutions has therefore been suggested to be an effective way to
mitigate climate change.[49] By working with automatizing implementations and digital
strategies for increased efficiency in the industrial,- manufacturing, and agriculture
sectors, 4 % of the global GHG emissions is suggested to be possible.[46] These efforts
could for instance consist of integrating smart devices into previously manual processes,
or implementing analytical business models in the building- and construction sectors,
making it possible to reduce energy spills and maximize precision.[49]

An additional aspect of digital solutions is the potential for projects to be both accel-
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erated and up-scaled quickly. This was proven, not least after the Corona pandemic,
where digital transitions enabled distance work, and replaced many of the previously
resources-demanding day-to-day habits, forcing the world to think in new pathways.[46]
This shows that digitalization can, not only help increase efficiency but also tackle the
high presence of urgency when it comes to finding solutions and distributing them
rapidly to enable reduced emissions. The time factor in being capable of eliminating
long transition periods or skipping whole steps in the process toward climate-efficient
solutions, constitutes, in a sense, an additional positive environmental aspect.[50]

3.4.1 Digitalization In The Building- And Construction Sector

Despite the described opportunities with digitalization, digital solutions are relatively ab-
sent in some of today’s most energy-demanding industries, and the level of digitalization
is in many areas still at an early stage.[2] The building industry is one example, associated
with conservative traditions and a low degree of new technical implementations.[2, 7, 8]

The act of implementing digital technologies in the building- and construction sector
is sometimes referred to as building 4.0 or construction 4.0. This act of implementing
digital technologies and cyber concepts in the processes is the single most important
change occurring in the sector. It not only revolutionizes the opportunities of increasing
resource efficiency throughout the whole life cycle of a building, by lowering the use
of energy, and natural resources and improving waste management.[7] It also enables
continuous information exchange between all the involved actors in the construction
process. A couple of sectoral well-recognized examples are Building Information Mod-
eling (BIM), Virtual Design and Construction (VDC), digital processes developed to
help with strategic aspects, information exchange, and coordination between actors in-
volved in the process.[44]. Another example is digital twins, which in the construction
sector can serve as a link between the digital and physical world, by connecting sensors
and Internet of Things (IoT) devices that collect data about the physical object in real-
time[51]. Digital twins can be used in a variety of ways, and constitute a helpful tool
that based on real-time visualization- and communication could perform things such as
removing hazardous waste from the construction site,[52] but also optimize processes
such as lowering the energy consumption, the time used or the costs.[51]

The overall use and implementation of digital means also seem to increase working-
environmental safety, improving overall construction and decreasing project costs.[49]
Thus, there seem to be good indications that a digital implementation in the construction
industry can generate positive effects for what currently constitutes one of the industries
with the highest environmental impact.[2, 53]
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4 Results

4.1 Scope 4 - Positive Impact

As found in the initial literature review, there is a lack of including any positive aspects
or opportunities in the concept of climate impact.[32] It did not either take a long
time before realizing that there is conceptual confusion in the field of positive climate
assessments. This has been confirmed in recent studies, showing how there is a highly
inconsistent-, and fragmented use of the terminology that many times aggravates the
contextual understanding of the message for the reader. Many concepts do roughly refer
to the same thing, but due to tiny differences between the otherwise largely overlapping
concepts, defining each concept becomes difficult.[32, 54] This is addressed for instance
by Dijkstra Silva in her recent scientific contribution to the untangling of this conceptual
confusion.[32]

One of the initial key findings, which became the opening for assessing the net-positive
assessments, was the roadmap provided by Digitaliseringskonsulterna in collaboration
with Fossilfritt Sverige, Färdplan för fossilfri konkurrenskraft: Digitaliseringskonsultbranschen.[55]

Digitaliseringskonsulterna is a collaboration between 29 companies from the digitalization-
consultancy sector with the shared ambition of using digital solutions to reach a sustain-
able and smart future. Their work is based on research that shows how digitalization
can help reach climate goals by reducing energy and resource demand. The roadmap
has a proactive purpose and aims to facilitate Sweden’s transition to becoming climate
neutral in 2045 by adopting transformative technologies and measures. It is divided
into sections focused on different market participants, where one of these is devoted to
encouragement to the Swedish parliament and government. Digitaliseringskonsulterna
advised them to complement existing incentives for companies when reporting on their
emissions according to Scope 1-3 (see section 2.1.1) with incentives for reporting on
”Scope 4”, or avoided emissions.[5] This became the eye-opener for the rest of the thesis
since it was here the findings started to take place.

Scope 4 can be defined as emission reductions occurring outside of a product´s value
chain or life cycle as a result of using the product.[56] In comparison to Scope 1,2 and
3 which assess emissions related to the organizations’ value chain or life cycle, Scope 4
does stake one step back and focuses on emissions beyond the own organization.

The concept of Scope 4 in this thesis works as an umbrella concept for several terms.
Other terms used to describe this positive climate impact are avoided emissions, carbon
handprint, comparative emissions, and enabling effect. These terms seem in texts,
interviews, and seminars to be used more or less synonymous, but originate from
different places. With that said, a reservation is left for any inherent distinguishing
feature between these which did not appear in the current research.
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Scope 4 was early defined in the GHG protocol, but was therein referred to as avoided
emissions. The GHG protocol’s definition of the concept was ”emission reductions
caused indirectly by a product”. The product should have an enabling effect to avoid
emissions, and ”allow the same function to be performed, but with significantly less,
GHG-emissions generated.[56] It is not counted as valid if the company only lowers its
own footprint,[54] since ”we don’t want to help someone lower their emissions, but help
the customer help the world lower its emissions”.[57] It is in other words necessary to
differentiate between the emissions derived from the own production system and avoided
emissions.[54]

This type of net positive impact can be achieved in many different ways. It can arise from
a new technology, component, process, service, or product. The vital requirement is that
it should lower the emissions from another production system, which in this case can be
translated to a customer or another actor that is using the climate-friendly solution.[54]

One example is how virtual meetings quickly replaced physical meetings when the
Corona pandemic occurred. When the meeting participants could have their meetings
from home, huge amounts of emissions derived from the previous transportation of the
participants to the physical meeting could be avoided. This example is very simplified.
In addition, several additional factors influence the emissions generated by a solution,
but in this case, the solution provider of virtual meetings is considered to enable the
avoided emissions.[56]

Requena [58] reviews 15 different “Scope 4”-frameworks against a set of criteria that
she finds relevant to consider in this type of concept. These are:

• Scope of the framework

• System Boundaries

• Secondary effects

• Timeframes

• Baselines

• Geography

• Allocation

• Technology Readiness Levels

• Market share/ Market penetration [58]

Requena concludes that even though several aspects differ between the frameworks she
investigates, there is still a high degree of similarity in how the methods are conducted,
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and in how the quantified avoided emissions should be reached. The most commonly
occurring steps, can have a varied order, but be summarized as follows:

• Find the solution by defining the boundaries.

• Choose and define the baseline or BAU scenario

• Find applicable emission factors both for the solution and for the baseline.

• Assess the market share or the market penetration of the solution.

• Calculate units of product or service both for the baseline and for the solution

• Calculate emissions generated by both the solution and the baseline. This is done
by multiplying the units and the emission factors.

• Remove the emissions generated by the solution from the BAU. This provides the
avoided emissions generated by the implementation.

• Consider the allocations for the avoided emissions. Should they be derived from
other solutions as well?[58]

A crucial point is that assessing and reporting on scope 4 can- and should not replace the
assessment of the negative impact in Scope 1-3, and the purpose is not to enable com-
panies to make claims about their positive impact without at the same being transparent
with their negative impact. Scope 4 should rather be viewed as a complementary part
of the traditional carbon assessment to achieve a more holistic view of the impact.[56]
Another general principle that is stressed is the importance of maintaining a high level of
consistency, transparency, completeness, relevance, and accuracy in the communication
of the results,[56, 59] or as formulated in the handprint method, appropriateness, clarity,
credibility, and transparency.[54]

4.2 Existing Frameworks - A Comparison

Among the frameworks found, some of the frameworks seemed more adapted toward
the target group for this thesis. The requirements used to assess the relevance of the
framework were for the framework to pass the following criteria:

• The framework should apply to consultancy companies, be capable of measuring
effects from project-based services, and be compatible with the building-, and
digitalization sectors. At this stage, a majority of the findings were excluded.

• The framework should be provided overviewing for free. This criterion excluded
a few professional companies, which according to their websites meant that they
were capable of assessing avoided emissions, but not clarifying their methods
used.
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• The framework should contain a method for calculations, rather than just providing
guidelines in terms of suggestions on actions that have the potential to reduce
emissions. Since most frameworks are developed as estimations, these criteria
became a bit fluid, and depending on their inherent attitude towards levels of detail,
their categorization became aggravated. Some of the frameworks considered
themselves as guidelines rather than method but did in the end still generate some
sort of number on the calculated emissions. Other frameworks defined themselves
as methods but added that the results contain great margins of error that increase
the uncertainty. In addition, some frameworks were only focused on demonstrating
the potential of existing solutions and climate-efficient inventions but did not apply
to companies’ own innovations. Such frameworks were excluded here.

I found three frameworks that assess scope 4 that seemed to be most applicable to the
target group. These are:

• The Avoided Emission Framework (AEF)

• The Carbon Handprint Method

• Estimating and Reporting the Comparative Emissions Impacts of Products

Table 1 summarizes some of the vital parts of each of the selected frameworks.
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Name Publisher Release
date Target group Applicable for Calculation/Method

The Avoided
Emission

Framework

Mission
Innovation 2019-11

Companies,
Investors,

Seekers for new
solutions

Products,
services,

companies, cities

Compares the baseline scenario
with the solution scenario but
includes most additional aspects
in the calculation among all the
frameworks compared.

The Carbon
Handprint

Guide

VTT and
LUT

university
2018-11

Organisations
and actors
wanting to

measure their
own emissions

Raw materials,
Components,

Fuels,
Technologies,

Processes,
Products and

Services

LCA-based approach. Compares
the baseline scenario with the so-
lution scenario.

Estimating And
Reporting the
Comparative

Emission
Impact Of
Products

World
Resources
Institute
(WRI)

2019-03

Companies
wanting to

estimate and
report on their
comparative
GHG impact

Goods and
Services

LCA-based approach compares
the baseline scenario with the so-
lution scenario. Provides 2 ap-
proaches to choose between. One
is simpler, covering scope 1 and 2.
The other is more comprehensive,
covering scope 1,2 & 3.

Table 1: Demonstrates each of the chosen framework’s approaches towards chosen criteria. The content in the tables is
derived from each of the original frameworks.[56, 54, 59]



4.3 The Suggested Frameworks For Digital Solutions

4.3.1 The Avoided Emission Framework

The AEF is provided by Mission innovation, a global catalyzing initiative that collab-
orates with several actors, both on global and national levels, such as the World bank
group, World Economic Forum, International Energy Agency (IEA), etc. The AEF
constitutes a crucial part of the activities derived from the Mission Innovation Action
Plan for 2018-2030. The first document was published in November 2018 and has since
then been updated based on input from stakeholders.[56]

The AEF aims to provide a way to assess avoided emissions to enable comparisons
between different solutions based on their positive climate contribution. The framework
should be applicable for both products, solutions/services, and whole companies or even
cities, and the calculation consists of a comparison between the solutions emissions and
a baseline which is the BAU scenario.[56]

The calculation can be simplified as in equation 1.

Enet avoided = Eenabling avoided − Edirect solution − Erebound effect (1)

where
Enet avoided = Net avoided emissions
Eenabling avoided = Enabling avoided emissions
Edirect solution = Direct solution emissions
Erebound effect = Rebound effect emissions

The suggested method can in short be summarised as a comparison between the emis-
sions from the BAU baseline scenario and the emissions from the solution-enabled
scenario, provided by calculating the emissions in the categories below. The given
difference demonstrates the solution’s capacity of reducing the overall emissions from
the system.[56]

Some crucial parts to understanding the concept of avoided emissions are, therefore:

• The Solution

• The BAU system

• The enabling effect

• The direct solution emissions

• The rebound effect.[56]
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The solution is a product or a service with enabling effects for avoiding emissions.

The BAU system is the emissions occurring in a scenario without introducing the
enabling solution.

The enabling effect is the avoided emissions by using the solution and can be primary
or secondary. Primary effects are effects directly associated with or arising by using the
solution, while the secondary effects are more long-term.

The direct solution emissions are the life cycle emissions from the solutions arising from
the enabling effect.

Rebound effects are increases in the BAU scenario given by the implementation of the
enabling solution. The rebound effects are often related to changes in human behavior
and can either be caused by related consequential-, or unrelated effects. Rebound effects
are extremely hard to predict and quantify and therefore contain great uncertainty. In
the case of virtual meetings, this could for instance be if more and more people started
flying abroad because they suddenly had both more time and money left. The positive
effect, in this case, the avoided emissions from the absentee transport to the meetings is
thus fully or partially overcompensated with a rebound effect.[56]

In addition, when the approach is used for future scenarios, which most often is the case
for new solutions or technologies, both the probability of successful development and the
probability of chance that the solution gets adopted. Also, the volume of the solutions
that are deployed is included in the calculation. Equation 2 shows the possible future
impact of the solution by including the probability of success, probability of adoption,
Volume, and the Carbon abatement factor.[56]

For each enabling solution, a carbon abatement factor is also decided. By deciding
the carbon abatement factor, a normalized factor is provided which helps increase the
comparability and consistency.[56]

∑
Psuccess · Padoption · V · CAfactor = CA ± I (2)

where
Psuccess = Probability of success
Padoption = Probability of adoption
V = Volumes
CAfactor = Carbon Abatement factor
CA = Total Carbon Abatement
I = Uncertainty
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4.3.2 The Carbon Handprint Guide

The Carbon handprint guide is an approach that was first launched in 2018, with a second
version launched in 2021. The framework is provided by VTT Technical Research Centre
of Finland Lrd and LUT University.[60]The term carbon handprint, however, was minted
already in 2007 by the Centre for Environment Education, (CEE) during UNESCO’s 4th
International Conference on Environmental Education.[54]

The carbon handprint approach applies to processes, products, services, raw materials,
components, fuels, and technologies, and has been proposed as an effective way of
evaluating and communicating the beneficial environmental impacts of a given solution.
The approach is suggested to fit actors with expertise in, and experience from LCAs,
and the ISO 14067 standard.[54]

Both the footprint- and the handprint approach are based upon LCA assessments which
can be performed against ISO 14040-44. This means that there are standardized parts
included in the assessment, even though the framework itself is no exception from the
other AEFs when it comes to the absence of standardization.[54]

The calculation process is a four-stage process with ten steps. The calculation is largely
based on the LCA method.[54] A handprint arises either when reducing the customer’s
footprints by offering a solution that is so much better that it drops the footprint to a level
under the BAU, or by contributing to a lowering of the customer’s footprints generated
through their processes. The handprint will be equal to the footprint reduction occurred
by the user of the product but is derived from the solution that enables the footprint
reduction.[60]

See equation 3 for how the carbon handprint is calculated.

HPproduct,service = FPbaseline − FPoffered solution (3)

where
HPproduct,service = Handprint of the offered product or service in use
FPbaseline = Footprint of the baseline
FPoffered solution = Footprint of the offered product or service in use

Applicational case

There is at least one company that has used the handprint approach for assessing its
environmental performance. That is Foxway, a company working with a circular econ-
omy, and strives to help others by providing digital solutions. Foxway did 2021 develop
a handprint report that ”estimates the positive impact of Foxway, using the handprint
approach”. For Foxway, their BAU is set to be someone who buys a new laptop, and
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related to the calculation, the estimated time they assume that a laptop is being used is
set to 3 years. Since the business concept for Foxway is to restore old laptops, and the
fact that 86 % of the laptops they are using are older than 4 years, they assume to classify
the reused laptops saved as disposal. By including these factors in their calculations, just
one of their refurbished laptops is assessed to generate a carbon handprint consisting of
258 kg CO2-eq.[61]

4.3.3 Estimating And Reporting The Comparative Emissions Impacts Of
Products

This framework is a working paper provided by WRI. WRI is a science- and evidence-
based institution that since 1982 when they were founded, has worked to move human
societies into long-term sustainable states. The institute consists of around 1700 em-
ployees and works with partners in more than 50 countries.[62]

The framework introduces a method that aims to help companies estimate and report on
their comparative GHG emissions impact from a solution, about a case where the solution
does not exist. The framework is based on established life-cycle accounting approaches.
The framework contains two different approaches, attributional and consequential, which
can be used depending on the circumstances, and which information is possible to get
access to.[59]

The first one is the attributional approach, seen in equation 4, which is more simplified
and only addresses scope 1 and scope 2 in terms of direct and indirect emissions. This
approach generates absolute emissions and removals derived from a certain product,
solution, company, or city.[59] The approach does not involve any rebound effects,
changes in market share, or market size, and is suggested when the data needed for the
consequential approach is not available.

IGHG = LCEreference product − LCEassessed product (4)

where

IGHG = Comparative GHG Impact
LCEreference product = Life Cycle Emissions of reference product
LCEassessed product = Life Cycle Emissions of assessed product

The other more comprehensive alternative, seen in equation 5, is the consequential
approach. This approach does, beyond Scope 1 and 2, also includes Scope 3. The
comprehensive approach which is highly suggested to use to inform decision-makers,
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aims to estimate the system-wide changes in emissions and provide a result that includes
more aspects related to the market effects. It builds on previously existing Consequential
LCA and the GHG Protocols Policy and Action Standard. This approach is more holistic
than the attributional but is also associated with a higher degree of uncertainty due to
the current lack of available data and emission factors.[59]

IGHG = Ebaseline − Epolicy (5)

where

IGHG = Comparative GHG Impact (Policy and Action Standard)
Ebaseline = Emissions in baseline scenario
Epolicy = Emissions in policy scenario

4.4 Why Is Scope 4 Needed?

There are several reasons why a Scope 4 framework is desired. In this thesis, this is
simplified into two sides, the solution provider’s side and the stakeholder’s side.

For solution providers

For companies and actors which are trying to develop and promote low-carbon solutions,
there are great desires and benefits associated with being capable of demonstrating their
unique benefits and informing their stakeholders in a trustful way about their positive
contribution.[56, 58, 63] The consultancy industry is just one of many sectors where
this is useful since a consultant’s climate impact tends to occur beyond scope 3, and
in the unofficial scope 4. Consultancy’s projected solutions are not owned by their
own company, but by their customer. In cases where these solutions are innovative
and come with great climate benefits, the consultants want to be able to demonstrate
what climate benefits they have achieved.[64] According to Pilborg, estimations on the
environmental impact from his sector, which is ICT-consultancy, is that in general, it
tends to do around 20 times more good than harm. That is why one of their greatest
desires in terms of environmental assessments is an implementation of an industry
standard that provides them with useful numbers on their impact that they can present
to their customers.[27] Pilborgs reasoning is in line with Halvardssons’s regarding the
capacity of the consultancy sector, who argues that the consultancy industry holds great
potential when it comes to the global sustainability transition.
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Figure 2: Illustrates the net difference between the company’s own emissions and their
contributions to emission reduction. Illustration inspired by Cybercom- full
version Digital sustainability report 2021.[65]

”The common denominator of consultants is that we often help other in-
dustries to change. Despite that, consultant’s climate assessments usu-
ally consist of calculating the internal energy use, employee travels, and
paper prints, even though the major environmental impact occurs at the
customers.”[25]

Halvardsson further argues that the consultancy sector currently is seeking support in
how to calculate and assess environmental impact, and how to reach out. He mentions
that a crucial part is a need of creating a debate dialogue.[25]

Although research on decarbonization and other climate efforts has been going on for a
long time, there is a lack of established methods and frameworks that can capture the
real effects of such efforts. Pamlin argues that for the concept of ”enabling solutions”
to not end up being just another buzzword, there is a need of measuring the potential
and not only the burden.[66] He also states how ”most current frameworks are based on
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yesterday’s world”,[57] in a time where there is an urgent need of accelerating emission
reductions.[56]

This desire of finding ways to measure and assess scope 4 is shared among several digital
consultancy companies. Even though they in many ways are competitors, they all profit
from fast change and do therefore share the common fear that the business would maintain
a BAU scenario.[64] The industry organization Digitaliseringskonsulterna constitutes
an illustrative example that shows the strong will that exists on the industry side. Even
though Digitaliseringskonsulterna is a collaboration between competing companies, the
members are so strongly agreed in their desire for this type of framework to evolve that
they have started and dedicated a certain working group for assessing scope 4/avoided
emissions. The working group is by the time this thesis has been conducted in the
ongoing process of developing their framework which they hope will fulfill this need.
According to Halvardsson, their framework highly relies upon the AEF. ”I have spent a
lot of time investigating avoided emissions and scope 4, and the best outcome that I so
far have got is the innovation-driven concept of avoided emissions”.[25]

Halvardsson and Pilborg agreed that a great part of the limited dissemination for scope
4 assessment approaches lies within the lack of actual implementations. There are al-
ready companies that claim they generate avoided emissions without having used these
frameworks. That is possible since one current option is to hire external specialist con-
sultants who help them with the calculations and provide data on the avoided emissions
given from running/using their product/process. Which methods that are used among
companies providing this type of service have not been possible to identify, since all
of the identified companies with that service were contacted without response. Hiring
a company to help with the calculations is expensive, and provides the company with
detailed calculations. For a company with many different solutions, a new calculation
must be carried out for each solution, making this alternative expensive. In addition, the
given results are many times much less useful than desired, since they lack a relevant
context to be placed, to make sense, making this into an expensive and many times un-
useful alternative.[27, 25] I would say that this could be compared to a situation where
someone is buying an expensive phone to enable talking with others. For that extra cost
to get a purpose, it requires a context where others who also phone for you to be able to
talk, otherwise it doesn’t matter how good or expensive your phone is.

Pilborg further explains that just as moving firms can offer free relocation offers to
enable price comparisons for their customers, the desire for the consultancy industry is
to be able to conduct similar assessments, based on carbon emissions. The desire is to
be able to provide the customer with concrete numbers on the avoided emissions given
by the impact of the solutions beforehand, to enable the customer to make comparisons
between different alternatives before making their decision. For moving firms, providing
a cost suggestion is possible since they have conducted enough moves to understand the
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workload of moving a 77-square-meter household without access to a lift. Such a context
is missing for assessing avoided emissions, making current numbers less useful. In the
end, it boils down to the tradeoff between the need for this service being cheap enough
for the industry to provide calculations in advance to their customers, and the need for
scientific adequacy and good quality of the assessment so that the customer wants to pay
for it at the same time as the result becomes useful.[27]

Another tradeoff discovered with the assessments, is the one between scientific accu-
racy and the climate changes urgency, since waiting for the perfect solution to appear
before starting to act will decrease humanity’s change in combating climate change.[3]
Halvardsson replies to the question of whether it is best to wait for a perfect method, or
to start using a ‘’half-baked” one, that course it is important to have scientific accuracy
and grounding in the method, but at the same time, it is important to take one step back
and overview the whole. He means that it is already possible today to detect which
industries have the greatest impact, and which areas consultancy could choose to work
with to achieve positive climate impact. By starting working with those it is possible to
make a positive difference, even without having detailed numbers on it. That means that
it is possible to act in a constructive way for this sector, even before the perfect method
exists.[25]

For the stakeholders

Scope 4 frameworks would also provide clear benefits for the companies’ stakeholders
such as customers, investors, politicians/decision makers, and governments with useful
tools, such as to see through greenwashing campaigns, and understand what they are
buying. The lack of ways to measure the enabling effect hinders investors from dis-
covering and comparing truly potent, effective solutions, and risks missing important
solutions which could be accelerated and upscaled to an important part that combats
climate change. Having access to a Scope 4 framework would therefore likely decrease
the time it takes before the right solution can reach the market. In the same way as the
financial world since way back in time has been capable of calculating the expected cost
of the return, there is a need to enable calculating the potential climate benefits from
different solutions to predict where the investment can have the best effect in terms of
benefits for the climate.[67] Successful implementation of a scope 4 framework could
further be related to costs since it would enable governments to understand and see the
true capacity and possible effect of different solutions, which could help to invest in
technologies that could spare humanity from future climate change-related costs.[48]

In a webinar with Pamlin, a man with a clear innovative background who is one of the co-
founders of the AEF, he explains that just a couple of years ago, the obvious narrative was
to view companies as sources of environmental burden and guilt. The most progressive
question related to companies’ climate impact was thus to ask ”Who can claim that they
reduce their emissions the most?”. Pamlin is critical of this way of viewing companies,
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and suggests that a more constructive approach would be to ask ”who can come up with
solutions?”. That shifts the usual association between environmental impact and guilt,
which frequently occurs when measuring carbon footprints, into focusing on Green
revenues and opportunities.[66] Even though you don’t have a huge negative impact
yourself, you still have the potential to contribute to a great impact.[57]

”We are talking about innovations, but think incremental. We are talking
about environmental labels, and ask ourselves how to improve that, rather
than thinking disruptive.”[66]

Pamlin further points out how the focus needs to shift from assessing historical events to
looking at future opportunities. Investors need to stop focusing on carbon exposure and
the current degree of risk and start reflecting on the opportunities for coming up with
solutions that rapidly can be scalable. Companies need to start questioning what their
purpose beyond profit is, and what they can provide society beyond succeeding with
regenerative investments and business management.[66]

Pamlin’s reasoning about environmental opportunities is supported not only by the
industry but is also grounded in the scientific literature, for instance by research in
social cognitive neuroscience on how to conduct the most constructive sustainability
management strategies.[32] To improve environmental performance, the strategy benefits
largely from going through a transformative reformulation that changes the negative and
guilty mindset to positively viewing the efforts as a good contribution.[60, 32]

4.5 General Challenges For The Frameworks

Much of the challenges with the Scope 4 frameworks are derived from the intrinsic,
interacting networks of factors that affect multi-disciplinary problems on large scales.
Many of these, such as the challenges in deciding scopes, setting up a baseline scenario,
and temporal and spatial boundaries are addressed by Requena, in her already-mentioned
compilation of existing frameworks.[57]

Further, the fact that these types of frameworks are predictive rather than historical is
another great challenge, not least when it comes to forecasting complex networks of
causes and effects, such as for the societies in which the assessed solutions operate.[56]
In theory, when isolating a single solution, it might not be as complicated to understand
and determine its impact. In practice, however, no one of the solutions operates in a
vacuum, making it necessary to anticipate future domino effects, as well as decide which
of these effects to include and which to ignore.[33]

In order just to set up a baseline, or decide the solutions scenario, there is a need of
understanding both the direct and indirect effects generated. Direct effects tend to be
easier to decide than indirect effects, but at the same time, many times constitute a
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much smaller part of the total impact.[68] Understanding the effects of digital solutions
is a good and relevant example of some of the challenges.[3] First, when it comes to
new technologies there is a lack of insights about their true effects which complicates
the assessment. Secondly, many digital implementations do not operate independently
of each other, but rather as integrated parts in systems, making their interaction and
compatible ability crucial to consider. This tendency of digital transformations to
rely on external factors makes solutions more sensible for differences within different
industries, contexts, and geographical locations, making it difficult to get a generalized
evaluation that can be used in a method applicable to many types of businesses.[69]

Due to IPCC, it is crucial to careful societal coordination of digital technologies, since
they otherwise risk increasing the net-energy use because of the energy needed for each
device.[3] Technologies associated with digitalization tend to have a high direct environ-
mental impact per device related to their resource requirements during the production
phase, but also during their life cycles. The lifetime is many times shorter than for
their analog precursor, and the disposal process is rarely capable of handling the devices
properly, resulting in e-waste and hazardous waste. Some of these aspects, such as
improving the waste management processes, and minimizing the emissions generated in
the production, due to streamlining effects, are processes that can be solved by digital
solutions such as AI,[46] but how much the enabling effects can compensate for the
problematic aspects is still the question desired to be preserved.[70]

Further, since the currently existing methods for deciding the positive environmental im-
pact relies upon many of the same principles as the ”traditional” methods that assess the
carbon footprint, the same challenges exist for deciding to avoid emissions. According
to Bastviken ”there are available ways to measure carbon emissions, which theoretically
are capable of providing great results, with sufficient access to funding and time and
know-how for troubleshooting and adaptions to the local conditions.”. The problems
with these methods arise when attempting to translate these to the industry.[28]

A great and overarching challenge for the assessments is in other words the lack of data,
a challenge which is not unique to assessing the climate but also highly affects most
environmental- and sustainability measurements.[9, 71, 72] Bastviken, in his article,
shows that the lack of data highly affects the current methods for carbon assessments,[9]
and explains that as long as representative data on the emissions do not exist, it doesn’t
matter what method is used. He compares it with a house of cards when he explains
that the foundation must be correct for the rest to hold since ”the assessments are only
as good as the quality of the input data”.[28] Bastviken also suggests that the main
bottleneck, in this case, is the measurement techniques, and the fact that current sensors
used in the industry are of too low quality, and cannot capture all the information that is
needed. The techniques at present are both too expensive, and can not generate proper,
representative data, which is needed for the framework’s results to be reliable.[28]
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5 Discussion
What has been found during this research is that there are several concepts used for
describing the positive effect generated by digitalization consultancy companies’ im-
provements on their customers’ climate impact. The main terms used seem to be Scope
4, Avoided emissions, Carbon handprint, Comparative emissions, and Enabling effect,
concepts which refer to the positive effect given by using a solution that lowers the gen-
erated emissions in comparison to a BAU scenario. To consider a company’s avoided
emissions beyond assessing Scope 1, 2, and 3 is important since it provides a more
holistic approach toward climate impact. A societal adaptation of using Scope 4 would
provide stakeholders and investors with a new, more sustainable measure to use when
comparing new potential investments, products, or solutions. Rather than just consider-
ing the price tag, it would become possible to make decisions based on the solution´s
enabling effect, something which is important in a time when climate change is more
urgent than ever before.

There are several more or less developed frameworks and methods available for com-
panies that want to measure their positive climate impact. Many of these have several
similar characteristics in their design and function, but differ in which areas they include
in the assessment, and how comprehensive they are.[56] The frameworks which seemed
to be most applicable for a consultancy company like Plan B were the Avoided Emission
Framework, The Carbon Handprint method, and Estimating And Reporting The Com-
parative Emission Impact Of Products. All three selected frameworks are based upon
the same idea of comparing a baseline scenario with a solution scenario to determine the
enabling effect from the assessed solution. The main difference among the frameworks
is how these scenarios are decided, and which aspects are involved when deciding them.
The baseline is a vital part to find out whether any reductions occur, and to be able to
define the generated impact as a reduction[56] since it is by comparing the baseline with
the impact of the solution that the reduction could be found. For digitalization consul-
tancy companies, operating in the societal building industry this becomes problematic,
due to the lack of homogeneity between projects which makes the baseline constantly
changing. Plan B has projects both in hospitals and universities, as well as airports and
water treatment plants.[73] The high variation between who their customers are, and the
customer’s demands, means that for Plan B to determine a baseline for a BAU, a parallel
projection should be needed. Today, that would not only be practically difficult but also
probably outweigh the expected positive climate impact of the climate-efficient solution.
The challenge of defining the baseline does therefore complicate a potential adaptation
of any of the proposed frameworks at the current state.

Another shared aspect among the frameworks is their attitude toward transparency,
clarity, and consistency,[56, 60, 59] things that can be difficult to control by external
means, but that should characterize the ethical attitude of the actor that is considering to
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use of any of these positive frameworks.

If looking beyond those challenges, the AEF seems to be the most suitable and use-
ful framework due to its holistic design and inclusion of multiple factors beyond the
more traditionally used baseline and solution scenario. This is in line with previous
investigations, as well as results provided by interviewees.[25, 58] Both the Carbon
handprint method, and Estimating and reporting the comparative emission impact of
products are LCA-based, and not as comprehensive as AEF. Results provided from an
LCA-based framework are probably more contextually dependent, and therefore possi-
bly more suitable for product-based industries with more standardized processes, even
though both frameworks state that they are applicable for services and processes as well.
For a project-based and highly transformative business such as Plan B, an LCA-based
approach probably would not capture as many of the relevant factors for the result as
the AEF. On the other hand, it is also possible to argue that since the AEF contains
more factors and aspects, there is a higher need of finding data and making assumptions,
which also complicates the assessment.

This ties into the opportunities for digitalization. Digital implementation currently
occurs at a fast pace all around society in line with industry 4.0,[69] and digital im-
plementation is the single most monumental change for the building-and construction
sector. Digital technologies can not only increase overall efficiency by integrating intel-
ligent features, but also simplify and enable involved actors in the construction process
to constantly have access to information exchange.[44]

Even though there is much scientific evidence for positive climate effects generated by
digital implementations, it is currently hard to decide the specific quantified numbers on
the generated effects from the industry side. This depends on several factors, not least
the data, which currently is of too low quality, and is too fragmented to make doubtless
conclusions on it.[44, 69, 28] The data quality can be increased by increasing the capacity
of the data-collecting mechanism. Bastviken argues that the quality of the sensors most
commonly used in industry is too low for generating real results. That is because the
high-quality sensors, which can be found in a research project with sufficient access to
funding, currently are too costly for many industries to implement. This constitutes a
bottleneck that needs to be improved to enable more realistic assessments of the climate
impact from what is being assessed.[28]

Thus, it seems like the question of how data on digital technologies could be collected
answers itself. Many of the high-tech digital solutions provided in the industry today,
such as digital twins, are based upon real-time communication, which requires infor-
mation in terms of data to be able to make real-time decisions. Improvements in these
technologies will probably improve the overall capacity of collecting data that is needed
also for the assessments, which means that in parallel to the new technological advances
made, more detailed data will likely be collected. That would mean that much of the
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data needed, which currently is lacking for the results to be useful, probably will arise
from digital technological advancements in the future.

A final reflection is thus that since many initiatives, frameworks, and articles found were
published during the past 4 years, more and more spotlights seem to be directed toward
this way of assessing the climate impact from a more holistic approach. This implies
that maybe we currently are about to be facing the tip of an iceberg, and that the scope
4 concept soon might be a widespread term.

5.1 Confusion Of Concepts And Terminology

A great challenge when writing this thesis has been large fragmentation in the use of
concepts, which confuses and complicates the understanding and the search for relevant
findings.[32] A personal belief why the situation looks like that is because the same
terms are used for describing such a high variety of things, referring both to similar- and
opposite phenomena. For instance, the commonly described act of measuring climate
impact, has been found to refer both to positive, negative, direct and-/or indirect impact,
The context, which is of high relevance to understanding what is meant is often in-
explicit, and it feels like there are too many different needs that claim using a vocabulary
which no longer accommodates all the claims. Many concepts referring to positive
climate measures get milked and lose their original function when being overused or
misused, aggravating the communication for actors who want to and master to apply the
terms correctly.

5.2 Limitations And Improvements

Writing this thesis has been a motley way that has involved several perspectives from
many different areas.

Even though the number of actors working for increasing sustainability in the building-
and construction sectors is high, it is hard to get a hold of information regarding their
environmental assessments. Both in terms of scientific literature, as well as from
industry. Much of the available information has to a large extent been fragmented into
bits and pieces, and in many cases far from easy to translate to the relevant area. This
conceptual confusion, in combination with the existing lack and challenges for current
measurement methods, accommodates opportunities for greenwashing and exaggerated
positive calculations. This motivates the need for maintaining or even improvement of
the degree of company transparency.

During the conduction of the thesis, several persons and actors of relevance have been
contacted without response resulting in knowledge gaps that have been left unanswered.
At the same time, this rate of non-response could if interpreted as a result of uncertainty,
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possibly be considered as a strengthening argument that there is a lack of information
and knowledge about the subject.

The digital landscape is rapidly changing, and what is considered relevant today, might
therefore be irrelevant tomorrow, making the results a snapshot of the current state rather
than objective truth. For the frameworks, what constitutes a solution today, will likely
in many cases sooner or later become the baseline, making it important to continuously
evaluate the relevance of the assumptions made. This rate of change can however also be
connected to the choice of method. Santana Points out that qualitative research methods
in some cases contain shortages associated with validity and replicability,[22] and in
this case, the high rate of change in the field might affect the relevance of the results
generated by this form of semi-structured qualitative study more than if the results would
have been quantitative. On the other hand, only using quantitative methods would not
have been enough to collect the insights made during this thesis. A combination of
qualitative and quantitative methods, for instance, testing to apply the frameworks at
Plan B, would possibly have increased the replicability and validity of the results but
has not been accommodated in this study. This, therefore, constitutes a further research
proposal.

6 Conclusions
There is a strong will, ambition, and capacity on the industry side when it comes to
combating climate change. There is much that can be done, and also available ways
existing and are under development, that strive to facilitate the capacity in the right
direction, transforming it into actions.

The concept of climate impact is not static and is currently under transformation. For a
long time, actors have studied how they can do less bad by focusing on reducing their
emissions, but innovative more holistic ways of viewing environmental impact looking
beyond the company’s boundaries to see what more can be done for the climate. This
arouses interest among companies and investors to find ways to measure these enabling
grants that mean opportunities rather than burdens. Measuring and demonstrating one’s
avoided emissions both constitute a sale argument, but does also help investors find
forward-looking companies to invest in, to accelerate the urgent strategies for beating
climate change.

Currently, there are available frameworks and alternatives which in theory can quantify
avoided emissions, but the relevance of the outcome is uncertain since the practical
applications encounter several challenges associated for instance with the data availability
and the data quality. It is difficult to predict the future, giving the frameworks and
their provided results an inherent uncertainty, and challenges in how they should be
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interpreted.

Personally, I believe that there is a lot to win for companies in continuing to explore the
area of avoided emissions. Adopting a transparent approach, keep trying out existing
methods, and showing one’s will are efforts that can constitute important steps in the
continued development of the frameworks.
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Appendices

G Appendix A

G.1 Scopus

Scopus Hits
Consultancy + Environmental + assessment 166
Consultancy + Environmental + Measure 62
Consultancy + Environmental impact + Measure 27
Consultancy + Climate impact + Scopes 1
Consultancy + Environmental Impact + Scopes 7
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Measure 24
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Scopes 10
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Report 17
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Accounting 6
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Reporting 24
Project + Based + Industry + Environmental + Reporting 101
Project + Based + Industry + Environmental + Rreporting + Measure 22
Project + Based + Industry + Environmental + Accounting + Measuring 6
ESG + Environment + Iindicators 47
ESG + Environment + measure 72
ESG + Environment + quality 50
ESG + Environment + Rerformance 238
ESG + Environment + Performance + Standard 22
ESG + CEP 2
Project + Based + Industry + Environment + Enabling + Effect 35
Consultant + Company + Environment + Enabling + Effect 1
Consultancy + Measure + Enabling + Effect 3
Environmental + Enabling + Effect + Digitalization 12
Environmental + Added + Value + Digitalization 18

Table 2: Scopus hits, 1st part
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Scopus Hits
Environmental + Abatement + Digitalization 5
Environmental + Digitalization + Added + Value + Measure 2
Environmental + Climatechange + measure 6614
Environment + measure + company + how 6614
Environmental + Impact + Measure + Company 2059
Decide + Environmental + Impact + Company + How 98
Calculate + Climate + Impact 2348
Calculate + Environmental + Impact 5285
Environmental + assessment + method 121554
Measure + climate impact + method 4090
Climate + impact + tool + measure 1765
Climate + impact + tool + measure + companies 53

Table 3: Scopus hits, 2nd part
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G.2 Web of Science

Web of Science Hits
Consultancy + Environmental + Assessment 780
Consultancy + Environmental + Measure 540
Consultancy + Environmental + Assessment + Measure 125
Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Measure 154
Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Measure + How 25
Consultancy + Climate + Impact + Scopes 6
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Measure 35
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Scopes 5
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Report 43
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Impact + Accounting 20
Project + Based + Industry + Environmental + Reporting 2757
Project-based + Industry + Environmental + Reporting + Measure 2
Project-based + Industry + Environmental + Accounting + Measure 3
Project-based + Industry + Environmental + Enabling + Effect 4
Consultant + Company + Environmental + Enabling + Effect 5
Consultancy + Measure + Enabling + Effect 49
Environmental + Enabling + Effect + Digitalization 29
Environmental + Added + Value + Digitalization 30
Environmental + Abatement + Digitalization 5
Environmental + Digitalization + Added + Value + Measure 4
Sustainability reporting 3
Sustainability reporting + Content 2761
Sustainability + Concept + Involves 2673
Project-based + Industry + Environmental + Reporting 23
ESG + Measuring, + Companies 192
ESG + Methods + Measure + Companies 32
ESG + Environment + Variable + Measure 15

Table 4: Web of Science hits, 1st part
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Web of Science Hits
ESG + Environment + Measurement 16
ESG + Environment + Indicators 38
CEP + Environment + Indicators 12
CEP + Measurement + Method 166
CEP + Measurement + Enabling 29
CEP + Framework + Enabling 45
CEP + Framework + Environment 42

Table 5: Web of Science hits, 2nd part
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G.3 Science Direct

Science Direct Hits
Consultancy + Environmental + Assessment 11500
Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Measure 10356
Consultancy + Environmental + Assessment + Measure 9575
Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Assessment + Measure 7283
Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Assessment + Measure +
Digitalization 1398

Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Measure + Digitalization +
Enabling 867

Consultancy + Environmental + Impact + Scopes + Digitalization +
Enabling 702

Consultancy + How + Environmental + Measure + Impact + Digitalization 2033
Project-based + How + Environmental + Measure + Impact +
Digitalization 62100

Project-based + How + Environmental + Measure + Impact + Framework
+ Digitalization + Enabling 10177

Project-based + How + Environmental + Measure + Impact + Framework
+ Digitalization + Carbon + Abatement 725

Measure + Impact + Framework + Digitalization + Carbon + Enable +
Abatement 628

Framework + Assessing + Effects + Digitalization + Carbon + Enable +
Abatement 511

Framework + Digitalization + Carbon + Avoided + Emission + Services 6159
ESG + Measuring + Companies 1960
ESG + Methods + Measure + Companies 1596
ESG + Environment + Variable + Measure 1676
CEP + Environment + Indicators 5398
CEP + Environment + Measure + Method 10749

Table 6: Science Direct hits
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